THE 35th
7th INTERNATIONAL
RUDOLF ORTVAY
PROBLEM SOLVING CONTEST IN PHYSICS
2004
The Physi s Students' Asso iation of Eötvös University, Budapest, the Roland Eötvös Physi al So iety and the Hungarian Asso iation of Physi s Students proudly announ e the
 and for the seventh time


35th

international

Rudolf Ortvay Problem Solving Contest in Physi s,
from 29 O tober 2004, through 8 November 2004.
Every university student from any ountry an parti ipate in the Ortvay Contest. PhD students ompete in a separate
ategory. The ontest is for individuals: solutions sent by groups of students are not a epted. The name, the university,
the major, and the university year should be indi ated on the solutions. Pseudonyms and passwords annot be used:
ea h

ontestant has to use his/her own name. The problems

an be

Contest

downloaded

from the webpages of the Ortvay

http://ortvay.elte.hu/
ATEX pdf, and Posts ript formats, from 12 o' lo k (Central European
in Hungarian and English languages, in html, L
Time, 11:00 GMT), Friday, 29 O tober 2004. The problems will also be distributed by lo al organizers at many
universities outside of Hungary.

Despite all the eorts of the organizers, it may happen that some un lear points or misprintz stay in the text. Therefore
it is very useful to visit the webpage of the ontest from time to time, as the orre tions and/or modi ations will appear
there.
Ea h

ontestant

an send solutions for up to 10 problems. For the solution of ea h problem 100 points

an be given.

Ea h problem should be presented on (a) separate A4, or letter-sized sheet(s). The ontestants are kindly asked to use
only one side of ea h sheet. Solutions written by pen il or written on thin opy-paper will not be a epted as these annot
be faxed to the referees.
Any kind of referen e material may be
appended to the solutions should be a

onsulted; textbooks and arti les of journals

ompanied by detailed des riptions (what

in, how to use the program, whi h parameters
and graphs, et .) They

an be

ited. Computer programs

omputer language it has been written

an be set, what notations are used, how to interpret the output gures

an be en losed on oppy disks, or sent via email to the addresses below. Solutions

A

an be sent

by mail, fax, or email (in L TEX, TEX or Posts ript formatsor, if they ontain no formulae, in normal ele troni
Contestants are asked not to use very spe ial L TEX style les unless in luded in the sent le(s).

A

mail).

Postal Address:
Fizikus Diákkör, Dávid Gyula,
ELTE TTK Atomzika Tanszék,
H-1117 Budapest, Pázmány Péter sétány 1/A, HUNGARY

or Cserti József, 36-1-3722866
or ortvaysaas. ity.tvnet.hu

Fax: Dávid Gyula, 36-1-3722775
E-mail: dgyludens.elte.hu

Deadline for sending the solutions: 12 o' lo k CET (11:00 GMT), 8 November 2004.
Contestants are asked to ll in the form available on our webpage after posting their solutions. It will be used for
identi ation of ontestants and their solutions.

Without lling in the form, the organizers annot a ept the
solutions! The form is available only on 8th and 9th November.

The ontest will be evaluated separately for ea h university year, a ording to the total number of points. The
referees reserve the right to withhold, to multiply or to share some prizes. Beyond the money prizes given for the rst,
se ond, and third pla es, honorable mentions and spe ial prizes for the outstanding solutions of individual problems
an be awarded. This is why it is worthwhile sending even one or two solutions.
The announ ement of the results will take pla e on 16 De ember, 2004. The detailed results will be available on the
webpage of the ontest thereafter. Certi ates and money prizes will be sent by mail. We plan to publish the assigned
problems and their solutions in English languageto whi h the ontribution of the most su essful parti ipants is
kindly asked. The volume is planned to be distributed all over the world with the help of the International Asso iation
of Physi s Students, as well as the ontestants themselves. We hope this will help in making the ontest even more
international. Wishing a su essful ontest to all our parti ipants,
the Organizing Committee:
Gyula Dávid, Attila Piróth, József Cserti
(Eötvös University, Budapest, Hungary)
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1. Go to the link

http://ortvay.elte.hu/2004/budapest.jpg

(1.6 MB)

to nd a spa e photography of the inskirts of Budapest, stret hing from the southern tip of Szentendre island to
the ampus of Eötvös University, in Lágymányos.
a) When (what month, day, hour, and minute) was the photo taken?
b) Determine the altitude of the

louds.
(András Pál)

2. From Friday to Friday, with the help of Man Friday, Robinson made a square-shaped pond, to spend his free
afternoons swimming. His splashing an only be disturbed by the annibals who suddenly pop up from the bushes
around the pondand who would ertainly appre iate if Robinson was featuring on their menu. Robinson is at
the enter of the pond when a annibal appears on the shore. The ra e for life and death beginsa Robinson steak
is at stake! The annibal annot swim; his running speed is u. Ashore Robinson runs faster than the annibal.
While Robinson is in the water, the annibal always runs in the dire tion that grants him a qui ker approa h to
the point where the line onne ting the enter of the pond with Robinson meets the shore. Find a lower bound
on Robinson's swimming speed that guarantees he an get away.
Extra question: Does the

annibal have a better strategy than that des ribed above?
(Szilárd Farkas and Zoltán Zimborás)

3. We wish to illustrate the prin iple of jet propulsion with a small art, moving freely on a level surfa e. The art
has a tank on it that is lled with water, initially up to height H . A horizontal tube of length L is onne ted to
the bottom of the tank, through whi h the water an ow out ba kwards. The ross se tional area of the tube
is

1/k

times that of the tank. The mass of the tank and the

Des ribe the motion of the

art are negligible

ompared to that of the water.

art.
(Péter Gnädig)

4. Stones are proje ted verti ally upwards from the surfa e of a very rapidly spinning planet of spheri al shape that
has no atmosphere. Determine where the stones tou h the ground as a fun tion of the latitude of the pla e of
proje tion and the initial speed of the stone.
(Gábor Veres)
5. Two solar type stars revolve around one another. Their largest distan e is three times as mu h as the sun-earth
distan e. The proje tion ellipses of the orbits on the elestial sphere pass mutually through the enter of the other
ellipse.
a) What portion of the year (ie, period of revolution) do the ea h star spend inside the other star's orbit? (Give
a pre ise numeri al answer, preferably without using a

omputer.)

b) How does the temperature of a small bla k body pla ed in the midpoint of the line
hange in the

onne ting the two stars

ourse of the year?
(Gyula Dávid based on an MIT problem)

6. A pra ti ally uniform magneti eld of indu tion B is present within a small region of interplanetary spa e. Also
present are two protons: one is initially at rest at the origin, while the other is at position r0 , and has an initial
velo ity v0 . The ve tors B, r0 , and v0 are mutually perpendi ular.
Find the maximum distan e of the two parti les during their motion, if only ele tromagneti
mu h time will the distan e between the protons be the same as initially?

v0 = vc will the distan e be a onstant as time pro eeds (where
is only slightly dierent from vc . Are there any losed orbits?

For what value
ase when

v0

Negle t radiation losses, as well as the magneti

eld of the moving protons

v0 = |v0 |)?

for es a t. After how
Examine the spe ial

ompared to the external eld

B.

(Péter Gnädig)
7. The oe ient of restitution des ribes how a body boun es ba k from another or from the wall. Its value is given
by the ratio of the initial and nal magnitudes of the velo ity omponent normal to the plane of rebound. It has
been shown experimentally that this value an ex eed 1 for some su iently soft rebounding surfa es. Model the
phenomenon in two dimensions by disks boun ing ba k from the wall. Explain quantitatively how this is possible
without violating the prin iple of energy onservation.
(Szabol s Borsányi)
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8. Derive the equation of bi y le wheel tra ks.
Consider a rear-wheel drive bi y le of axle distan e L, whi h one rides on a level surfa e. What is the relation
between the tra ks tra ed out by the front and the rear wheel? How should the equation of the tra k urves be
given so that this relation take a simple form?
Apply the result for some simple
straight-line path b) a
of the bike

ases: what tra k is tra ed out by the rear wheel if the front wheel follows a) a

ir ular path? (The angle formed by the initial dire tion of the front wheel and the frame

an be arbitrary.) What

urve does the rear wheel tra e out asymptoti ally if the front one follows a

sinusoidal path? What are the parameters of the

urve? Does the axle distan e

L

appear among the parameters?

In a ra e N y lists, spa ed a distan e ∆ apart, follow ea h other with an identi al speed v . To make use of the
wind shadow, ea h y list follows the tra k of the rear wheel of the y list in front. After a very long straight
se tion the road turns through 90 degrees along a ir ular ar of radius R ≫ L. How will the following distan es
hange, if ea h y list keeps on following the tra k of the rear wheel of the y list in front, without hanging the
speed?
(Merse El®d Gáspár)
9. Three spa e stations, forming an equilateral triangle on the syn hronous orbit, revolve around an atmosphereless,
spheri al planet. (For simpli ity, assume that the radius of the planet, as well as its revolution and rotation
periods are the same as those of the earth, and that the

entral star is similar to the sun.) The following method is

proposed for revolutionizing the transportation of freight between spa e stations: the pa kets are simply proje ted
horizontally (ie along the tangent of the syn hronous orbit) from the station; the gravity of the planet will take
are of the rest!
a) At what speed should the pa ket be tossed out if the destination is the station moving in front or behind? How
mu h time does delivery take? Plot the path of the pa ket in the referen e frame

o-moving and

o-rotating with

the station from whi h the pa ket was released. (The axes of the referen e frame are oriented towards the
of the planet, the tangent of the
b) It o

urs to someone that the method

an be made more e ient by letting the pa kets boun e ba k (on e)

from the planet. To this end, smooth, horizontal and perfe tly elasti
points of the planet. How do the answers given in a)
) The

entre

ir ular orbit, and the normal ve tor of the orbital plane).

aptain of the station de ides that the

boun ers have to be installed at

ertain

hange?

hange proposed in part b) is not worth the fuss, sin e the maximum

attainable savings in the delivery time are about 4%, whi h does not justify the investment
Only one question is left: why does not the planet have an atmosphere?

osts of the boun ers.

(Gyula Dávid)
10. Inertial mass is dened by Newton's se ond law, F = ma, where m is a onstant, independent of the body's
position and velo ity. However, not only s alar masses an satisfy the linear relationship between the two ve tors.
What are the onsequen es of a tensorial hoi e of the mass m?
a) How are the usual
Parts b) and

onservation laws modied?

) below are

on erned with motions in a two-dimensional spa e. Let the mass tensor be isotropi ,

ie rotationally invariant. (Attention, this is not ne essarily a multiple of the unit tensor!)
b) If mass is tensorial, nontrivial stationary states may exist even in dissipative systems without external ex itation.
Study the motion of a parti le with the above-mentioned isotropi

b−1

F = −kx · |x|
Under what
) If

N >1

− ηv,

mass tensor in a

k, η > 0,

entral potential of the form

b ∈ R.

onditions will the traje tory motion of the parti le be bounded? What is the stationary solution?
identi al parti les of isotropi

Fi = −k

N
X

mass move in ea h others' eld, the external potential

b−1

(xi − xj ) · |xi − xj |

− ηvi ,

k, η > 0,

an be omitted:

b ∈ R.

j6=i

When does a stationary solution exist? What is this solution?
Numeri al results leading to analyti al

onsiderations are also of interest.
(János Asbóth)

11. A dumb-bell shaped planet revolves around the sun. (The planet
by a rigid rod of length

d

an be

onsidered as two mass points,

and negligible mass. The motion is planar; the mass of the planet

ompared to that of the sun.) When the planet's orientation is not symmetri
from the sun to the planet's
of

r.

onne ted

an be negle ted

with respe t to the ve tor

r

drawn

enter of mass, gravitational for es will tend to turn the planet towards the dire tion

If during its revolution the planet is in its perihelion (aphelion) when a torque in one (in the other) dire tion

is exerted on it, an ex hange between orbital and rotational angular momenta

an take pla e.

a) What relation holds between the two types of motion?
b) Can the planet's rotation in rease for a long time at the expense of its revolution? If so, under what
) When

onditions?

an the planet fall into the sun? (Until the planet rea hes the surfa e of the sun, it is su ient to

al ulate

gravitational for es to the same order as at the beginning of the motion.)
(Titusz Fehér)
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12. A rod pendulum is swinging in a uniform gravity eld. At

ϕ1 ,

while time

T

later it is

ϕ2 = π .

t=0

its angular displa ement (from equilibrium) is

Find the lowest-energy solutions, ie dis ard unne essary extra turns.

How does the energy of the pendulum depend on

T

and the initial angle for asymptoti ally large values of

T?

(Zoltán Bajnok)
13. Water is rotated at a onstant angular velo ity ω in a ylindri al tank. A uniform wooden ball of radius R,
stationary in the referen e frame o-rotating with the water is pla ed into the water. Where will the ball be after
2
a long period of time? Study the ase of small balls, as well as bigger ones, for whi h R & g/ω .
(Ben e Ko sis, Gy®z® Egri and Márton Kormos)
14. In a rough approximation, a rapidly spinning neutron star
by its own gravity.
Show that in this model the star
large an its oblateness be?

an be modeled by an in ompressible uid held together

an be spheroidal, as long as the angular speed is not too high. At most how
(Péter Gnädig)

15. On e upon a time, when the weather was parti ularly windy, Huygens, Fresnel, and Bernoulli went to the prairie
to play the drum. The instrument was with Huygens, and from time to time he hit it. Fresnel and Bernoulli were
listening from the same distan e; Bernoulli against the wind, and Fresnel in the dire tion of the wind. Wind was
blowing horizontally, and its speed varied with the altitude as

v = αz

(being mu h smaller than the sound speed

at all heights relevant to the problem). What did Fresnel and Bernoulli hear? (The sound emitted by the drum
an be approximated by a short delta pulse; the vis osity of air

an be negle ted.)
(Ben e Ko sis and Gy®z® Egri)

16. The motion of relativisti

parti les in a stati ,

the parti le on the s alar eld and the
inertial frame xed to the enter.
For parts a) and

entral Lorentz s alar eld

V (r)

is studied. Negle t the rea tion of

entral body produ ing it. Throughout the problem, do

), examine the nonrelativisti

al ulations in the

approximation and its range of validity. What is the physi al

meaning of the bounds?
a) Parti les move in a

ir ular orbit of radius

R.

V (r)

How does the s alar potential

R of the orbit?
V (r) = −α/r. Does Kepler's

depend on the radius

r,

if

the period of revolution is independent of the radius
b) Consider a Keplerian s alar potential

ir ular orbits?
) What is the form of the s alar potential
(ie

losed orbits, with the

V (r),

if relativisti

third law hold for relativisti

motions in

motion is in traditional Keplerian ellipti al orbits

enter of attra tion in either fo us).

d) What should be the impa t parameter of a point parti le of energy

E,

sent towards the

enter of the s alar

potential in part b), if we wish to have a dee tion angle that is twi e as large as in the nonrelativisti

ase?

(Gyula Dávid)
17. Chewba a looks out of the window of the Millenium Fal on, and suddenly spots out a very rapidly moving
meteor, heading for the base of the rebels. Of ourse, Chewie knows the favorite tri k of the Imperial Army: by
moving large mirrors, they de eive and draw away the rebel spa eships from their posts. The meteor is enshrouded
in a loud of gas, therefore hanges in its shape annot be observed. How ould Chewie verify qui kly whether he
sees an image ree ted from a rapidly moving mirror, or indeed a meteor is heading for the base of the rebels?
Does the method work in all ases?
(Zoltán Zimborás)
18. The formulae of the Doppler ee t des ribe the properties of light emitted by a laser moving at
relative to the observer. What happens if the

a eleration

as fun tions of the dire tion and the magnitude of the a

of the emitting laser is

onstant velo ity

onstant? (Cal ulate the results

eleration.)
(Titusz Fehér)

19. The elasti

s attering

ele trodynami s The

ross se tion of relativisti
lassi al (~

→ 0)

ele trons by a Coulomb potential is well known from quantum

limit of the formula is very simple:

dσ(p, θ)
dσ(p, θ)
= γ 2 (1 − v 2 sin2 θ/2)
dΩ
dΩ

,
Rutherford

√ 1
, θ is the s attering angle and v is the ele tron's speed
1−v 2
(all measured in the frame of the Coulomb potential, in c = 1 units). Carry out a lassi al al ulation to explain
2
2
2
the γ (1 − v sin θ/2) relativisti
orre tion.
where

p

is the three-momentum of the ele tron,

γ=

(Kálmán Szabó)
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Bla k Hole Travels

20. The spa e travel agen y
organizes exoti trips for adventurous billionaires. Travelers an sele t
the bla k hole they want to visit from a atalog. The parti ipants are then transported into the vi inity of the
bla k hole on a luxurious spa e ship, whi h then starts ir ling the bla k hole in a ir ular orbit. Approa hing the
horizon of the bla k hole, the travelers may enjoy a fantasti view: the sky loses in, stars turn blue, et .
a) How

lose

an they approa h the horizon of a stati

b) How deeply
momentum,
if the a

bla k hole of mass

M?

an they enter into the ergosphere of a Kerr bla k hole of mass

M

rotating at maximum angular

eleration due to gravity should not ex eed the usual terrestrial value, and the tidal for es should not
6
un omfortable? Examine the ases M = 1M⊙ and M = 10 M⊙ .

make the travelers feel
Contestants should

too

larify the

on ept of

too

uneasy in their solution.

(Ben e Ko sis)

21. Two observers are falling radially towards a bla k hole, one behind the other. Their initial distan e is nite, and
their initial speeds are equal. Can they see one another? If they an, in whi h dire tion? How does the answer
hange during the motion? Is there a portion of the traje tory of one observer that an never be seen by the
other? And vi e versa? (For simpli ity, assume that the observers' eyes

an see the total solid angle

4π .)

(Gyula Dávid)
22. Observations establish the fa t that in spiral galaxies the ir umferential velo ity of the stars in ir ular orbits
within the plane of the disk does not depend on their distan e from the gala ti
enter. Interestingly, this relation
holds even for large distan es, where only an insigni ant amount of luminous matter is present. In the standard
resolution of this

ontradi tion it is assumed that non-luminous (dark) matter is also present in the galaxy, and

the gravitational ee ts of this dark matter take

are of the relation at large distan es.

In another possible approa h the presen e of dark matter is not assumed, but rather Newton's law is modied.
Suppose that the gravitational for e between two point-like parti les is of the form

F = −G(r)
G(r)

where

is the distan e-dependent gravitational

approximated by

where

r

gala ti
of

m1 m2 r
,
r2 r

onstant. The density distribution of a spiral galaxy

an be

ρ(r) = ρ0 e−αr δ(z),

is the distan e from the
dis . How should

G(r)

enter, and

be

α≈4

kp , and

z

is the

oordinate perpendi ular to the plane of the

hosen so that the density distribution alone may a

ount for the observations

ir umferential velo ities?

Extra question: Can the above form of

G(r)

be falsied through observations

on erning the solar system only?
(Ben e Ko sis and Gy®z® Egri)

23. Study quantum me hani ally the motion of a rigid body, of moment of inertia


Θ1
Θ= 0
0
(Θ1

> 0, Θ2 > 0, Θ3 > 0),

rotating freely about its xed

0
Θ2
0


0
0
Θ3

enter of mass.

a) What is the Hamiltonian of the system?
b) Find the energy eigenvalues for the spheri ally symmetri al

ase

Θ1 = Θ2 = Θ3 .

Determine the degree of

degenera y of ea h level.
) Rigid bodies are, however, observed to rotate ma ros opi ally, ie their position
dependent angle variables. How

d) How are the energy levels and the degrees of degenera y
e) What about the general

ase

an be des ribed by time-

an this be re on iled with the quantum-me hani al des ription?
hanged, if

Θ1 = Θ2 6= Θ3 ?

Θ1 6= Θ2 6= Θ3 6= Θ1 ?

(Bálint Tóth)

24. The Hamiltonian of a quantum-me hani al system is

H = H0−1
(~ is set equal to 1), where
dimensional harmoni

α

H02 − ω 2
 2H0 ω cos α
2H0 ω sin α


is a

2H0 ω cos α
ω 2 cos(2α) − H02
ω 2 sin(2α)


2H0 ω sin α
,
ω 2 sin(2α)
2
−ω cos(2α) − H02

H0 is the well known Hamiltonian of the oneDetermine (in the simplest possible way) the energy

onstant s alar parameter, and

os illator of frequen y

ω

and mass

m.

spe trum of the system (and, if possible, the eigenstates as well).
(József Cserti and Gyula Dávid)
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25. The method of varying ee tive mass is often used in the des ription of inhomogeneously doped semi ondu tors.
The mass of the ele tron moving inside the solid is then

M (r)

onsidered as a given fun tion

of the position. The

quantum-me hani al treatment runs into di ulties, sin e the operators p̂ and M (r̂) orresponding to p and
p2
+ V (r)satisfy the usual ommutation relations and
M (r) in the kineti part of the Hamiltonian H(r, p) = 2m
thus do not ommute, therefore several dierent operators an be regarded as the QM ounterpart of the lassi al
expression.
Among others, the following expressions have been proposed:

a)

1
p̂
p̂,
2M (r̂)

1
4

b)




1
1
2
p̂
+
p̂ ,
M (r̂) M (r̂)
2

c)

1
1
1
p
p̂2 p
.
2 M (r̂)
M (r̂)

Examine the one-dimensional ase. Show that ea h of the three expressions above leads to a hermitian energy
operator, and that they are related by gauge transformations. What  ompensating transformation should be
performed on the potential

V (x)? M (x)

is assumed to be a

ontinuously dierentiable fun tion of the position.

How are the results modied if nite dis ontinuities may be present in the fun tion
of two dierent substan es)? What boundary
solution of the S hrödinger equation in

M (x)

(eg at the interfa e

onditions should be pres ribed for the stationary wave fun tion

oordinate representation?
(Andor Kormányos)

26. The two-dimensional motion of an ele tron, in luding spin-orbit intera tion,

Ĥ =

an be des ribed by the Hamiltonian

p2x + p2y
α
+ (σx py − σy px ) ,
2m
~

α is a onstant related to the strength of the spin-orbit intera tion, while σx and σy are the Pauli matri es.
In the presen e of external magneti elds, the usual transformation p → p − eA should be performed on the
Hamiltonian, in whi h e is the ele troni
harge and A is the ve tor potential of the external magneti eld. The
Zeeman ee t is taken into a ount by the addition of a further term, µB σB, where µB is the Bohr magneton
and σ = (σx , σy , σz ) is the ve tor formed by the Pauli matri es.
where

Determine the ele tron's energy levels in a uniform magneti

eld in the

z

dire tion!
(József Cserti)

27. a) Show that for slowly varying rotational motions the

omponent of the ve tors along the angular velo ity is
3
onsider a twi e ontinuously dierentiable fun tion ω(t) : [0, 1] → R ,
+
and then hoosing an arbitrary number a ∈ R
onsider the following dierential equation for the ve tor r(t) :
[0, 1/a] → R3 :

adiabati ally invariant. In other words:

Show that, independently of the

where

(·, ·)

d
r(t) = ω(at) × r(t).
dt
initial value r(0),




ω(0), r(0)
ω(1/a), r(1/a)
=
,
lim
a→0
|ω(1/a)|
|ω(0)|

(1)

(2)

stands for the s alar produ t.

b) Demonstrate that time-dependent perturbation theory is adiabati ally invariant. In other words:

onsider

ontinuously dierentiable fun tion f (t) : [0, ∞) → R, for whi h f (0) = 1, limt→∞ f (t) = 0, and
R∞
limt→∞ f ′ (t) = 0, and let the integral 0 |f ′′ | be onvergent. Let H be a known Hamiltonian, and V a perturbation operator. Show that if the eigenve tors of H + V are determined from time-independent rst-order
+
perturbation theory, the same results are obtainedup to phase fa torsas when an arbitrary number a ∈ R
a twi e

is

hosen and time-dependent rst-order perturbation theory is applied to the operator

interval

t ∈ [0, ∞),

and then the

a→0

limit of the obtained result is taken. (In this

H + f (at)V

on the whole

ase the potential is swit hed

o, rather than on.)

f (t) = e−t .)
t > b?

What happens in se ond order? (Take, eg, the fun tion
a nite interval of time, ie for some

b ∈ R, f (t) = 0,

if

What if the potential is swit hed o within

) How are parts a) and b) related? That is: nd (without proof ) a general mathemati al statement of whi h a)
and b) are spe ial

ases. (For simpli ity, the appearing ve tor spa es should

onsidered as nite dimensional.)
(Balázs Pozsgay)
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28. Non- ommutative quantum me hani sie quantum me hnai s with non- ommuting oordinate omponents
has attra ted a great deal of attention re ently. Examine one of the simplest ases of non- ommutative quantum
me hani s, a quantum-me hani al model subje t to onstraints.
Consider the nonrelativisti two-dimensional, planar motion of a
magneti eld perpendi ular to the plane. The Hamiltonian is

H(p, q) =

harged parti le in a uniform and

onstant




2
1 X
B
B
pi + ǫik qk
pi + ǫij qj
2m
2
2
i,j,k=1

m → 0 limit is studied in a rather intuitive way: to preserve the niteness of the Hamiltonian, the onstraints
Ci = pi + B2 ǫij qj are imposed. Show that upon quantization, these onstraints annot be imposed on the operator
level, ie the original spa e of states does not possess a (non-trivial) subspa e in whi h the operators Ci yield 0.
The

Instead, pro eed as follows:
and an orthogonal proje tor PM (that proje ts onto this subspa e) su h that when the
c
c
onstrained model (Ô ) are al ulated from the onstraint-free observables Ô as Ô = PM ÔPM ,

a) Find a subspa e
operators of the
c

the operators

Ô

M

satisfy the Dira

ommutation relations.

b) It will be readily seen that the momentum

omponents

p̂c1 , p̂c2

do not

ommute any more, and neither do the

oordinates. However, the system is symmetri under the transformations of the two-dimensional Eu lidean group.
Why should this symmetry be spoilt in a suitably dened limit m → 0? What representation of the translations
is derived from the usual representation in the original, onstraint-free model? Isn't it possible to get rid of the
non ommutativity of the momentum omponents by making a transition to an equivalent
representation?

ray

n m
) When quantizing, an operator is asso iated with the lassi al monomial p1 p2 , whi h is a polynomial of
p̂c2 . What ordering rule is found for the momentum omponent operators?
d) Let

f

and

g

be fun tions of the

oordinates alone. Dene a (not ne essarily

ommutative)

∗

p̂c1

and

produ t that

satises the equality

PM (f ∗ g)(q̂1 , q̂2 ) PM = PM f (q̂1 , q̂2 ) PM g(q̂1 , q̂2 ) PM .
What is the

∗

produ t of the monomials

q1k q2l , q1m q2n ?

(Szilárd Farkas and Márton Kormos)

4
29. Consider a tiny drop of superuid helium ( He) of zero temperature. As it is well known, sound waves propagating
within the droplet an be des ribed by a suitable ee tive quantum eld theory, and the quanta of the sound
waves are alled phonons. A ording to the un ertainty prin iple, a zero-point vibration is asso iated to ea h
phonon mode. What energy density is reated in the helium droplet by the zero-point vibrations? What pressure
is due to this energy density? Why does not this pressure make the droplet explode or ollapse?
(Hint: the maximum possible energy of the phonons is the Debye energy. Perform the arising
intera ting

Bose gas, and then try to dedu

al ulations for an

e impli ations on the quantum uid.)
(Gy®z® Egri)

30. Two small ion louds ollide. Ea h ontains a very large number of the same ion. Ele tromagneti intera tions
among the parti les are ignored; the phenomenon is governed by the very short-range strong intera tion. The
probability that at least one inter loud
the other
inter loud

loud) o

ollision (ie, a

urs is known, and is denoted by

ollisions o

ollision between one ion in one

p (0 < p < 1).

loud and another ion in

What is the probability that at least

ur?

two

(Gábor Veres)
31. Suppose that the distribution of various hara teristi s of terrestrial index forms is s ale-independent. For example,
suppose that the distribution of the area of the islands, the height of the mountains, the length of the rivers or
the area of their watershed ea h shows a s ale-independent distribution with some exponent. Try to show about
these and other similar distributions that they are indeed s ale-independent. Constru t models that relate the
exponent of various distributions. Verify these relations against measured data (taken from maps or databases).
Does the topology of the earth's surfa e enter some of the relations among the exponents?
(Merse El®d Gáspár)
32. That's it, I'm fed up with the Ortvay ontest. Too many problems, too little time; the pressure drives me truly
razy. I took a ten-minute break, and ended up with ba k-of-the-toilet-paper al ulations. . . But enough is enough,
I take the roll, lean out of the window on the top oor of my skys raper, and start a new experiment.
I press the end of the paper strip against the wall, and observe how it rolls down along the wall. A part stays in
my hand, and there you go again, al ulations start. . .
How does the height of the

enter of the paper roll

hange with time? When and where does the paper break (if

it does)?
(Gyula Dávid and József Cserti)
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